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1. IWTRODUCTION 
Following Rae [6], we say that a subgroup H is locally subnormal in a group G 
if and only H is subnormal in every subgroup of G which is generated by H 
together with finitely many elements of G. 
Suppose A and B are nontrivial groups and that G = A WY B is the restricted 
wreath product of A and B. Q’c investigate conditions under which every 
subgroup of G is locally subnormal. We shall prove: 
(i) If the cardinality of B, 1 B 1, is not a prime then every subgroup of G 
is locally subnormal if and only if G is nilpotent. 
(ii) If j B i is an odd prime, p, then every subgroup of G is locally sub- 
normal if and only if A is a nilpotent p-group. 
‘IVe remark that it is known from Baumslag [l] that G is nilpotent if and only 
if for some prime p, B is a finite p-group and .4 is a nilpotent p-group of finite 
exponent. 
The only case not covered by (i) and (ii) is that when B is a group of order 2. 
The necessary and sufficient conditions for every subgroup of G to be locally 
subnormal in that case are less satisfactory. We write NO for the class of all 
groups all of whose subgroups are subnormal and NL for the class of all groups 
all of whose subgroups are locally subnormal. 
(iii) If 1 B 1 = 2 and G t iV, then A is a 2-group in NO and the direct 
square, A X A, of A lies in N1 (equivalently, A is a ZA-group of height at 
most CO). 
(iv) If 1 B 1 = 2, A is a ZA 2-group of height at most w, H < G and N 
is not a proper subgroup of 17, then H is locally subnormal in G. 
It is an open question [4] whether or not NO n (ZA) coincides with the class 
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of nilpotent firoups. If this could he settled for 2-groups, 0111' cllarnctcrizaticln 
of those vvrcath products, G, which lie in .V, nould be complete. 
‘1’0 conclude our remarks about AV,-l$roups we prove the following corollarv. 
I would like to express my appreciation to I)r. C. K. Combrink for his advice 
and assistance during the writing of this paper. .Also, I would like to thank the 
referee for several helpful comments. 
The results in this section are all clear. 
LEMMA 2.1. -VI is a subgroup closed class. 
LEMMA 2.2. &VI is a homomorphic image closed class. 
LEMhIA 2.3. lL;1 < I\?1 5; 1%‘. 
The class N consists of those groups in which every proper subgroup is 
distinct from its normalizer. 
I,EhlhlA 2.4. G E Nl if and only if for ewq subgroup of G ad all elements 
XEG, H-~~(H,x>. 
LEMM.~ 2.5. lf G E Ai,, then G x G is not necessarily a71 Nr-group. 
Lemma 2.6. Jf zw(ll) = d, then il x -1 E lvI. 
Here, ZJAd) is the wth term of the upper central series of A. 
3. N~mss.4nY CONDITIONS 
Let G : =2 zw B, where A and B are nontrivial and assume that G is in N, . 
(1) B is finite. 
Let F = -41G =-= AB be the base group of G. Since B is locally subnormal it is 
a proper subgroup of its normalizer, N,; . However, NG = BC, where C is the 
centralizer of B in F [5]. Thus, C is nontrivial. This can only happen if (1) 
holds [5]. 
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(2) If --1 < II .$ G, then /f -3 <I G. 
Sow G == rl WY R == (-4, R) so that G := (H, B). Since B is finite and H 
locally subnormal, (2) follows. 
(3) If X < nzlEa,,r --Iti := I>, then X <ICI L). 
AS c-c G by (2). SO X : D n (AS) (14 I). 
(4) If 1 B / > 2, then A is nilpotent. 
Assume S is the diagonal subgroup of D and fix a nonidentity element b of 13. 
For any subgroup T of Ah, it is clear that [T, -1-j :- [I’, Ab]. Hence, for all 
s 2: 1, [--I”, Jj = [A”, ,#‘I. Since S (~4 D of defect Y for some r, then 
[D, J-1 5; S. Thus, [J1,, ,zY] < X. However, if 1 B 1 > 2, then X n .P = 1. 
Hence [A-lb, ,,&-lb] = 1, so that A is nilpotent. 
Now, let b be an element of prime order p in B. 
(5) il is a p-group. 
If a E A’\], then we must have (b) 4-3 (a, b) = (u) WY (b). This only can 
happen when o(u) -= pn for some II > 1 [3, Lemma 71. 
(6) B is a p-group. 
If 6’ E B and a E =1 then ;b’) -CI~ <a, b’) = (a) WY (b’j. Hence o(b’) = pnf 
for some m $ 1 [3, Lemma 71. 
(7) If B # (b), then G is nilpotent. 
From (2), (A, b) ~1-3 G. Let c E B\,(b). Likewise from (2), (AC, b) CIU G. 
Since (A, b) n (AC, b) = (b), we have (b) -cI(~ G. From (4) F is nilpotent. 
Therefore (F, b) 1 A ZCY (b) is nilpotent [S, Lemma 41. A must have finite 
erponent. Again, by Baumslag’s theorem, G is nilpotent. 
Parts (1) and (7) complete the necessary half of(i); while parts (4), (5), and (6) 
give the necessary half of (ii). 
For (iii), part (5) gives us that A is a 2-group and A E NO ; for ifL is a subgroup 
of A which is not subnormal, then (L, Ab) cannot be subnormal in (L, A”, b) = 
G. Now, since A ZCY B E Nl , 9 x A t IV1 . For the parenthetical expression in 
(iii), assume A x A E Xi . Let D be the diagonal subgroup of A x A and a E A. 
Since D 4~ (D, a), we must have [(a), rD] < D for some r 2 1. However, 
[(a), ,.D] =- [(a}, J] so that [(a}, ?A] = I and a lies in the rth term of the 
upper central series of A. Hence Z,,(A) :: A. By Lemma 2.6, if Z,(A x A) == 
9 x A, then d-1 x A E h7r . 
4. SUFFICIENT COXDITIONS 
Let p be a prime. Suppose -4 is a ZA p-group with height at most W, 1 B j = p 
and G = -3 wr B = FB, with F = ,qG. 
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(8) F < Z,(G). 
Suppose ‘4,, denotes the nth term of the upper central series of A and F,, : 
~4,~~ =- A,,“. Consider .I’ EF,, and S := .:,.F;). Assume s has order pn, so that 
S/S’ has finite exponent. Thus X/X’ is an Abelianp-group with finite exponent. 
Hence, by Baumslag [I], there exists s 3. : 1 such that [S/X’, $1 ~~ 1. So, 
[S, ,$I :l -Y’. If WC let X, be S’(F, n S), then S’ = X0 < ‘X1 < ... <; 
-I*,, :- S and [X, , ,?G] < -‘41,-r , 1 < i .< n. Therefore, [X, ,,G] < .Y’ with 
m 2: 12 . s. Thus, there is a G-central series of length at most m from X’ to ,Y. 
Now X, being a subgroup of F, , is nilpotent of class at most n. Therefore, 
from Robinson [7, p. 561, the lower central factors of X are all poly G-trivial. 
Hence [.v, tG] == 1 for some t ;> 1 and (8) holds. 
(9) If H :s G and H is not a proper subgroup of F, then E1 is locally 
subnormal in G. 
Since H t< F, G = FH. If ‘vr ,..., x,. lie in G, then K (H, x1 ,..., s,.\ = 
(H, jr ,..., ,fr‘) for suitable fr ,..., fr in F. Hence, K < HZ,(G) by (8). Thus 
[K, 71Z1] < H, so that H <l-/1 K, as required. 
5. PROOF 0F COROLLARY 
Let R be the class of Baer Groups. WC want to show A\‘,, c ’ B n Arl < H. Now 
B contains every soluble p-group A of finite exponent and hence, A zcr J,, for 
every such .4. This wreath product will fail to lie in N, if A does not lie in ATO .
If we choose A to be ZA of upper central height W, but not in N,, , then A will 
lie in B CT Ail”, X0 , and A ZCY J, in B\,B n -XT1 .
Perhaps the simplest example of such an AJ is the direct product of groups 
G ,I ) 71 --= 1, 2, 3 )...) where G, is the wreath product of J, with an elementary 
Abelian p-group B, of order p’“. Clearly, A is Z-4 of height w; on the other hand, 
the index of subnormality of B,, in G,, is unbounded, so that the subgroup 
(B, : n == 1, 2 ,...) cannot be subnormal. 
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